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AssrRAcr
The crystal structure of rossite, Ca(VOa)r.4HO, has been determined from three-

dimensional Patterson and Fourier syntheses employing 2729 observed reflections. The
structure has been refined by two cycles of differential syntheses including corrections
for finite summation errors. The final l?-factor is 0.05a for the observed data. As in the
lower hydrate, metarossite (Ca(VOg)z.zHzO), the oxygen atoms are co-ordinated with
V in the form of distorted trigonal bipyramids, and oxygen atoms and water molecules
are co-ordinated with Ca in the form of distorted "square" antiprisms. Both in rossite
and in metarossite the trigonal bipyramids share edges to form double chains. These
chains in rossite, however, are cross-linked only through six shared corners to the calcium
co-ordination polyhedra, which occur in pairs joined by a shared edge. Long hydrogen
bonds from the water molecules serve as additional links between the two tvoes of
polyhedra.

INrnonucrron

A determination of the structure of metarossite, CaO.VzO6.2H2O, has
been reported by Kelsey & Barnes (1960, 1961). The present investigation
of rossite, CaO.VzOr.4H2O, was undertaken in order to study tJre
possible effects of the additional molecules of water on the oxygen co-
ordination polyhedra around Ca and V, and on the linkages among them.
Because rossite transforms slowly into metarossite under atmospheric con-
ditions of low humidity, specimens of the former normally consist largely
of the latter. Crystals of rossite, however, separate from aqueous solutions
of rossite or of metarossite (Foshag & Hess, 1927). The material (Harvard
No. 87328) employed in the present study came from Dolores River,
Colorado, and was kindly supplied by Professor C. Frondel. A small
amount of the powdered mineral was dissolved in hot water and allowed
to crystallize by spontaneous slow evaporation at a temperature of about
2L" C. The very small crystals of rossite so obtained were then employed
to seed other solutions in order to obtain good crystals of reasonable
dimensions. The prismatic specimen finally selected for the measurement
of the unit cell parameters, and for the collection of intensity data, had a
cross-section of 0.17 mm. X 0.08 mm. and a length of 0.20 mm. To avoid
dehydration of the crystal before the collection of data had been com-
pleted, the experimental work was carried out during the humid summer
months.

Dera Cor,r.ECTroN

Zero-level precession photographs were employed for an examination
of the quality of the reflections from various crystals and to obtain
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preliminary data on the size and shape of the unit cell. The crystal finllly

selected was then transferred to a diffractometer equipped with a scintil-
lation counter and a single-crystal orienter. All data were crllected
with zirconium-filtered Mo radiation (Kq, I : 0.70926 A; Ka2, 1,, :

0.71354 A).
The unit cell parameters were measured with a narrow slit (0.02") and

a take-off angle of 1o. The 20 pcsitions of the Kar and Ka2 peaks of all
observable medium- and high-order axial reflections were recorded to-
gether with the interaxial angles, and the final unit cell constants were
taken as the arithmetical means of those deduced from the separate
measurements. To facilitate direct comparison between the counter data
and the preliminary precession photographs, the primitive cell selected
at this stage was not the fully reduced one. It was transformed (Donnay &
Nowacki, 1954) prior to the final calculation of structure factors.

The integrated intensities were measured at a take-off angle of 2o by

the moving-crystal moving-counter method and fast scan (Furnas, 1957).

The background count was recorded for each reflection and was sub-

tracted from the total, and the results for all the reflections were reduced

to the same relative scale (Bachmann, Ahmed & Barnes, 1961). The in-

tensity data were modified by the t/Lp factor for normal beam, but no

absorption corrections were applied Ar : 29 cm.-l). Of. 37M possible re-
flections for which (sin 0/I) < 0.8, 2610 (70%) were observed. This was
increased to 2729 by the inclusion of 119 reflections measured during a
partial scan over (sin 0/I) = 0.8.

Cnvsrer- Dere

Rossite is triclinic, PI, with a primitive reduced cell (c I a 1b) of.
a :  8 .534 A,b :  8 .556A, c  :  7 .Ol5A 1"  :  0 .005 A),  and a :  101o32' ,
g :  114o58' ,? :  103'23 '  (a :  5 t ) ;V :  425.34t ,  F.W. :  310.04,  Z :  2 ,

D" :2 .42  gm. /m l . ,  Do :2 .45  gm. /m l .  (Foshag  &  Hess ,  L927 ) . I t  i s  o f

interest to note that the volume of the unit cell of metarossite is

325.1 As (Z:2), so that the apparent volume per molecule of HzO is
(425.3-325.L)/4:25.06 48, compared with an estimate of about
25 A3 based on data for hervettite (CaO.3V2O6.gHrO) and metahewettite
(CaO.3VrOr.3H:O), (Barnes & Qurashi, 1952, pp. 413,415).

StnucrunB DmBnuruarloN AND RnrrNpuBr.rt

As in the case of metarossite (Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, p. 449) a three-
dimensional sharpened Patterson synthesis revealed six prominent con-
centrations of high vector density in the asymmetric volume, thus
indicating Pf, rather than Pl, as the space group. There was no difficulty
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in identifying the maxima arising from the metal-metal interactions be-
cause they were in the ratios of 1.00: 1.28: 1.95 (calculated for Ca2i-Ca2+,
Ca2+-V, V-V; 1.00: 1.28: 1.63).

Structure factors calculated with the co-ordinates for the Ca and
two V derived from the Patterson synthesis, and with B : L.2Ar, showed
R : 0.40 for all the observed reflections. A three-dimensional Fourier syn-
thesis, cornputed with about 70 per cent of the observed data, produced
electron-density maxima of 82 e.A-s and.42 e.A-t at the positions of the
vanadium atoms and the calcium atom, respectively, and from 10 s.A-s
to 13 e.A-r at thirteen other locations. Three of the last were rejected as
possible o positions, partly on packing considerations and partly because
they were very much sharper and different in shape from the remaining
ten concentrations of electron density. These ten sites, therefore, were
selected for the oxygen atoms. structure factors calculated for the ca,
two V, and ten O, with B : l,O A, for Ca and V, and B : 2.A A, for O,
gave R : 0.2L. A second three-dimensional Fourier synthesis, evaluated
with about 97 per cent of the observed data, showed electron-density
maxima of 100 e.A-t, 60 a.A-t, and 12 e.A-a to 2O e.A-s for the twt
vanadium atoms, the calcium atom, and the ten oxygen atoms, respec-
tively, while they were ( 3 e.A-a at the three rejected locations. structure
factors calculated with the co-ordinates derived from this synthesis, and
with B : 0.9 A, for Ca and V, and with B : 2.0 A: for O, showed a
reduction of R to 0.15 for all the observed data.

Refinement of the structure was carried out by two cycles of differential
syntheses with both the observed and calculated data. corrections for the
finite summation errors were made with the back-shift method (Booth,
1946). The isotropic temperature parameters were refined by comparison
of the observed and calculated electron-density maxima and curvatures
for the individual atoms, taking into account the overall modifications of
the scale and temperature factors indicated by plots of log,()lF,l/>lF"l)
against sin2d, The scattering factor curves employed throughout the
investigation \ryere those given by Freeman (1959) for V2+, guz+, and
O1-. The hydrogen atoms of the water molecules were not included in any
of the structure-factor calculations although some reasonably clear in-
dications of the sites of most of them appeared in a final three-dimensional
difference synthesis. The final R-factor was 0.05s for all the observed re-
flections; it was 0.062, 0.054, and 0.06r for the observed Okl,, h\t, and hko
refl ections, respectively.

RBsur,rs

The final fractional atomic co-ordinates, referred to the primitive re-
duced cell, are given in Table I together with their estimated standard
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Tesr,r 1. Fr.actroNAl Co-onorxerps oF TIrE Arous exn Tuptn
E.S.D.'s, AssuurNc tsn Aroaas ro BE SPuERTcAL.

(All atoms in equipoints *,y,2 an.d *,i,2)

Atom x z o(A)

Ca
Vr
Vz
Or
Oz
Oa
Or
Os
Oo
Oz
Oa
Os
oro

0 .8390
0 .4358
0 .3783
4.4720
0.4967
0.8M2
0.1625
0.2119
0. 5357
0 .3741
0.9848
0 .7195
0.8948

0.1503
0.3328
0 .3366
o.4t42
0. 3835
0.273r
0.3207
0 .2315
0.1903
0.1385
0.0108
0.1162
0.4398

0.9927 0.0007
0.8002 0.0006
0.2756 0.0006
0.0992 0.0038
0.5833 0.0030
0.6976 0.0040
0.1785 0.0035
0.6576 0.0038
0.8434 0.0035
0.1984 0.0033
0.7775 0.0033
0.2533 0.0035
0.2072 0.0067

deviations obtained from the expression, o(r) - (R/E)(N/8P)r (Cruick-

shank, l-960), assuming the atoms to be nearly spherical. It may be

noted that these e.s.d.'s are from 20 per cent to 40 per cent higher than

corresponding ones calculated with expression (12) of the Internat'iona|

Tables (1959) or with expression (b) of Table 288 given by Lipson &

Cochran (1953). The observed and calculated electron densities, the mean

curyatures at the atomic positions, and the final isotropic temperature

parameters are listed in Table 2. Not evident from this table is the fact

TesI-B 2. OBsERvED AND CALcuLATED ELECTRoN DBt{srrrss (,.4-u),

--" a".-."."t ,r.^

Atom pobe. Poalc. 
- Pob".tt 

- 
Poulu.t' B

105.8
r32.5
133 .5
23.5
27 .9
22 .4
26 .8
23.2
26.6
27 .0
25.8
23.2
16  .4

Ca
Vr
V 9

Or
Oz
Oa
Or
Or
O o
Or
O g
Os
O r o

101 .7
130.7
L32.7
25.0
28.3
22 .2
25.3
23.2
25.8
27 .6
26.t
24.0
I D .  J

1  a l o

2346
2795
353
452
301
405
356
379
M3
405
333
177

1888 0.80
2377 0.72
21fJ6 0.72
339 1.67
Mr 0.97
315  t . 79
4?4 1.43
353 1.67
405 1.43
437 1.28
401 1.28
324 1.67
199 3.28

that Or, Or, Or, and Oro showed some evidence of anisotropic thermal

motion although they were treated isotropically. To conserve space a

complete list of observed structure amplitudes and calculated structure
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factors is not given, but an agreement summary for all the data (see
Hanson & Ahmed, 1958) is presented in Table 3. The observed structurt:
amplitudes varied from 4.2 to 109.8 and F(000) : 308.

TesrB 3. AcnsrMrNr Suuuanv

Ob s erv ed. r efl,ect'ion s
Category

(1) lLFl < 4.2, or,
(2) laFl < 8.4, or,
(3) l tFl s 12.6, or,

l^rl
l^rl
l^rl

Number
s o.LzFo 27lO
s 0.18F,  19
s 0.24F" 0

Total 2729

Unob s ened, r ef,ecti,ons
Category

(1) lF"l  3 t .5Ftn
(:2) 1.sF,i  < lF"l  s(3) lF"l > 3.0r',r

Number
1130

8 . O F n  2
2

'I'otal 1134

Norns. Fr. : thresholdvalue; lAFl : I lnl- l4l l;
each categorv includes all reflections which meet the
specified conditions, and which have not been included
previously;category (3) for the Unobserved Reflections
was traced back to an error in the g-angles for the two
reflections concerned.

DrscussroNl

The setting for the unit cell of metarossite (r > b ) a) was chosen
for direct comparison with that of the unit cell of metahewettite (Barnes
& Qurashi, 1952), later identified as the sodium analogue (Barnes, 1955),
which is monoclinic with a : L2.!8 A, b (unique) : 3.61a A, 

" 
:7.80 A,

0 : 95.0o (Barnes & Qurashi, 1952; Qurashi, 1962), and it was retained
for the investigation of the crystal structure of metarossite (Kelsey &
Barnes, 1960). In order to facilitate discussion of the structures of rossite
and metarossite, however, it is more convenient to select a new cell for
rossite with contents more readily comparable with those of the cell
previously chosen for metarossite. This is readily achieved by inter-
changing the D and c axes of rossite, reversing the direction of the new b
axis (to retain a right-handed system of axes), and then transferring the
origin to 0,I,0. The new cell has a : 8.534 A, b : 7.015 A, c : 8.556 A,
q.:78o28', I : L03"23', t :65"02/. The fractional co-ordinates in the

lThroughout the text of the Discussion, and in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8, an asterisk denotes
an atom in a cell adjacent to the relerence cell outlined in the projections of Figs. 1 & 2,
In the text, tables, and figures a prime without an asterisk identifies a centrosym-
metrically located atom (within the reference cell) which is equivalent to one of those
whose fractional co-ordinates are listed in Table 4.
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new cell may be derived from those (Table 1) in the original cell as follows:
*(new) : r(old), y(new) : l-z(old), z(new) : y(old);they are listed in
Table 4, together with the corresponding ones of Kelsey & Barnes (1960,
Table 1) for metarossite. Throughout the remainder of the discussion all
references are to the new unit cell for rossite, two axial projections of
which are reproduced in Figs. I and2.

Tanr,s 4. Fnecuoxer, A:rourc Co-onorNeess RsFenRED To A Cor-r, DrnBcrr-v

metarossite

Ca
Vr
Vz
Or
Og
Oa
Or
Oa
Oo
Or
Og
O g
O r o

0.8390 0.0073
0.4358 0.1998
0.3783 0.72M
0.4720 0.9008
o.4967 0.4167
0.8042 0.3024
0.1625 0.8215
0.2119 0.3424
0.5357 0.1566
0.374t  0.8016
0.9848 0.2225
0.7195 0.7467
0.8948 0.7928

0.7595 0.4665 0.1470
0.4485 0.1020 0.3360
0.3750 0.5830 0.3450
0.3915 0.8400 0.4170
0.5r.70 0.3920 0.3835
0.8610 0.7555 0.3655
0.1050 0.4730 0.3345
0.1930 0.0635 0.2350
o.6245 0.1170 0.1870
0.4300 0.6000 0.1460
t 

:to 

o]2to 0.0130f

0. 1503
0.3328
0 .3366
0.4142
0.3835
0.273t
0.3207
0.23t5
0. 1s03
0.1385
0.01 08
0.  1162
0.4398

*In Table 1 of Kelsey & Barnes (1960) the Oe label was applied to the atom
with:c - 0,0070 in order to keeo the co-ordinetes of all reference atoms of the
asymmetric unit within the unit cell, Therefore, in the present discussion, Og
of rossite corresponds to Oa* of metarossite.

In rossite, as in metarossite, each calcium atom is co-ordinated with
eight oxygen atoms which take the form of a distorted square antiprism.
Similar co-ordination also occurs in conichalcite, CaCu(AsOa)(OH),
(Qurashi & Barnes,1963).In rossite the Ca-O distances in the CaOg(HzO)s
antiprisms vary from 2.4fi A to 2.6I A (mean, 2.48 A), in metarossite
these distances in the CaOr(HzO)s antiprisms vary from 2.40 A to 2.59 A
(mean, 2.46 A),while in conichalcite the Ca-O distances in the CaOz(OH)
antiprisms vary from 2.36 A to 2.68 A (-ean, 2.51 A). Each of the two
non-equivalent vanadium atoms in both rossite and metarossite is co-
ordinated with five oxygen atoms which take the form of a distorted
trigonal bipyramid.

There is no difficulty in equating Ca, V1, Vz, Or, Or, On, Ou, Or, and Os to
corresponding atoms in the structures of rossite and metarossite (compare
the present Figs. 1 and 2 with Figs. 4 and 5 of Kelsey & Barnes, 1960,
pp. 456, 457, respectively). Furthermore, 06 joins Ca to Vr, and Oo is
bonded only to Vr in both structures, thus establishing their respective
identities, although it may be noted in Table 4 that /(Or) < y(Oo) in

CoMpenesr-B wrrn THAT or MBtenossrtp
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' {

Frc. 1. Projection of the structure along [100]. Broken lines indicate long hydrogen
bonds; arrowheads point away from H2O molecules.

metarossite, but that y(Ou) > 1(06) in rossite. This has the effect of inter-
changing some of tJre specific interatomic distances, and particularly the
angles, involving 06 and Oo (compare the present Tables 5 and 6 with
Tables 3 and 4 of Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, pp. 458,459 and 1961, p. 697).
Of the remaining three oxygen atoms in rossite, two (Oe, O1e) must rep-
resent the additional water molecules and the third must correspond to
03 in metarossite. The choice of labels for 03, Or, Oro (see Fig. 2) may
be made on the basis of the Ca-antiprisms in rossite and metarossite.
There is only one logical way in which to select the "square" faces of the
antiprisms in metarossite because Oz, Os, Oz'n, Oz are the only four atoms

, "  , "/  / '
t r  

, " "
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4
-9.

',:.,

):\

Frc. 2. Projection of the structure along [010]. Broken lines indicate long hydrogen
bonds; arrowheads point away from HO molecules'

in the oxygen polyhedron q/hich are virtually co-planar (see Kelsey &

Barnes, 1960, Fig. 6C, where C.a should read Ca) and, therefore, must

be the corners of one face. The other face is defined by Or, O4*, 06'*, Os*,

the mean plane of which is approximately parallel to the first and has been

rotated approximately 45" about an axis nearly normal to both faces,

but Oe* and Oa* are displaced from the mean plane away from the other

face while Oa and O3'* are displaced in the direction of the other face. In

the corresponding antiprisms of rossite, Oro* has replaced Or, Ou occupies

the approximate site of Oz which has been removed, and Os* has replaced

Oo. The mean planes of tjre two faces O1s*, On*, Or'*, Oo and 03, Oa*, 06'*,

Or* are roughly parallel, and have been rotated approximately 45o relative

to each other, like the corresponding planes in metarossite. The face

{  o: lx

-rd)
x

(3,t-_

- v  I  \ \

_ _ t,- -(D \\
t '  t  \  \ r
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Tenr,e 5. INtsnetoutc DrsrercBs (A) rr.r rss Co-onorxeuorv Por-ynBone. (Paren-
theses indicate edges shared between two V-bipyramids or two Ca-antiprisms)

OrOsOzOr*Ot'

Vr 1.984 r. .936 1.898 1.636 1.648

Or'
Orn
Or
Os,

(2.318) (2.40/2) 3.105
2.760
2.783

3.346
2.668
2.668
2.656

OzOrOzOrOz'

Vz 2.198 1.879 1.862 L.632 1.660

Ort
Or
Oz
Or

(2.402) (2.606) 2.908 3.777
2.892 2.642
2.886 2.668

2.624

OsOa'* Oo*OaOrOs*Oron Or'*

Ca 2.446 2.397 2.473 2.486 2.444 2.56L 2.405 2.609

Oron
Or'n
Osn
Oo
Os
os'*

2.772
3.Lt4 3.L23
3.038 4.075

4.604
3.326 3.017
2.958 (3.068)

The e.s.d.'s of the inJeratomic distances are 0.003 A to 0.006 A in the V-bipyramids,
aod 0.004 A to 0.008 A in the Ca-antiprism.

Oa, On*, Or'o, O.* shows the same puckered type of distortion as the
corresponding one in metarossite, but Oro*, Os*, Or'n, Ou are no longer
virtually co-planar; Oro* and Oz'* are displaced from the mean plane
towards the otjrer face, while Oex and Oe are displaced in the opposite
direction. If the Oa label were to be interchanged witl that of Oe, or tJrat
of Oro, the close resemblance between the antiprisms in rossite and meta-
rossite would be destroyed. For this reason the designation of Og in the
tables and figures was adopted. It may be noted in Table 4 that the
co-ordinates of Og in metarossite are closer to those of tJre present O1s in
rossite, but the largest difference between the present Oa of rossite and Oa
of metarossite is in tJre y co-ordinate. However, this co-ordinate for Ca
and all other oxygen atoms of the antiprism (with the exception of 06) is
of the same order of magnitude greater in metarossite as is that of the
atom designated as Os. Finally, it should be mentioned that a less
distorted antiprism, with more nearly planar faces, could be selected in
rossite by the choice of O1s*, Oe*, Os*, Oa'* and Oa, Oo, Oe, O, to define
the "square" faces, but the equivalent polyhedron in metarossite bears

2.976 2.54L 3.245
3 .118  3 .075

2.884
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Tasls 6. BoNo Attclrs (o) rN :rsB Veueoruu lNo CAlctuu Pot-vupoR.e

Or*-Vr---Ot'
Os-Vr-Or'

Or*_-Vr--Os
OrE-Vr-Oo
Or-Vr-O;
OrVr--Oe

Or'-Vr-0a
Or'-Vr--{s
Or-Vr--Os

Ors-Vr---02

Or-Vz--{z'
Or-Vs-0r'
Or-Vr-{r
Or.-Vr-Or
Or-VrOu
Oz-Vr-On
Oz'-Vs-Or
Oz'-VrOa
O7-Vg--Oa
Or*Vr-Os

Or'x-6u--or'*
Or'*-Ca-Oa

OrCa---Oo
Og'$-Qq--1Or*

Oc-Ca-Oe
Os*-Ca--{r*

Oro*-Ca-Os
Qr.*-CU*Ort*
Or'*-Ca-Oa
O7'*-6q--Or*

Oe-C2-Qst*
Oe--Ca-Oa*

Os*--Ca-Os
Os*-Ca---Og

Orox-Ca-Os*
Oro*-Ca-Oo
Oz't-Ca-Os*
Or'*-Ca-Oe

OgCa--Or&
Or-Ca--Or

Os'*-Ca--Or*
Oa'*-Ca-Os
Oro*-gu--or'*
OsE-Ca-Oo
Og-Ca--Oer*

Ort-Ca-Os
Oros-Ca-Og
Oros-Ca--{a*

72 .5
t o  - +

100 .9
95 .9

103 .7
97.4

1 1 7 . 8
134.0
107 .9
146 .8

74.4
73.2
79.6
7 8 . 0
8 6 . 6
73.2
7 3 . 0
7 2 . 8

145.9
7 2 . 1

1 M . 3
7 2 . 4
83.  I
69.7

7 r . 7
75.7
96  .4

110.8
98 .3

Ltt.2
156.3
97 .7

t05.7
129.3

t t , l

77  .L
7 L . 6
74.2

r29.3
1 1 3 . 3
1"36. I
115 .0
104.9
t42.6
141 .3
138.8
t41 .4
t42.8

l'he e.s,d.'s are O,2o to 0.3o for angles O-V-O, and 0.3o to 0.4o for angles
(}-Ca*O. Note that in the rossite ea-antiprism Oro* has replaced Oz, Oss has
replaced Oo, Oo has replaced 07, and Os is 06*, in metarossite.

no resemblance whatsoever to a square antiprism even if the label of Oa
is interchanged with that of Os or that of Oro. The interatomic distances
and angles in the square antiprismatic co-ordination polyhedron of O
around Ca in rossite are collected in Tables 5 and 6; the puckered con-
figuration of both faces of the antiprism gives rise to the very long
Os*-Oa*, Oo-Oa edges compared vrith the corresponding Os-Oa*, OrOsx
edges in metarossite.

The Ca-antiprisms share the two edges OrOz'* and Osx-Os'* in meta-
rossite to form double chains of Ca and Ca' antiprisms along [100]. In
rossite, however, only the edge Or-Or/* is shared so that the Ca and Ca'
antiprisms occur in isolated pairs; the Ca to Ca' distance across the
shared edge is 4.16 A. Although the shared edge, Oa-Os'*, is no shorter
than some others of the antiprism, the Ca is displaced away from this
edge so that Ca-Os and Ca-Oa/* are significantly longer than the other
Ca-O distances.

The trigonal bipyramidal co-ordination polyhedra of oxygen atoms
around the two non-equivalent vanadium atoms, Vr and Vr, are verY
nearly the same in both rossite and metarossite so that their detailed
description in the latter (Kelsey & Barnes, 1960) applies equally well to
the present structure. They are directly comparable with those in vana-
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dium pentoxide (Bachmann, Ahmed & Barnes, 1961) and in various other
structures containing pentavalent vanadium (Bachmann & Barnes, 1961).
The bipyramids share their apices, 01 and Oz, to f.orm zigzag chains
parallel to [010], which are linked into double chains with those symmetri-
cally related through the centre at +,+,+ by the shared edges, Orn-Or',
Or'-Or, O-Oz', Or'-Or (see Fig. 1). The interatomic distances and angles
in the bipyramids of rossite are collected in Tables 5 and 6. As in meta-
rossite, the shared edges are the shortest in these polyhedra, and V1 and
V2 are displaced away from them, so that Vr-Or' and Vz-Os/ are the
longest V-O distances, and the apices of the bipyramids make acute
angles (72o,76") with these long bonds. The V-V separations across the
shared edges in rossite ?r€ V1/* to V, : 3.164, Vr to Vg' :3.L7 A, Vr'
to  Vr :3.21 A,  Vz to Vr /  :3 .L2 A,  

"o.npu."d 
wi th values of  3.08A to

3.16 A in metarossite. These are shorter than the separations across the
shared corners, namely, Vr to Vr (across Or) : 3.51 A, Vr-V,* (across
Or) : 3.56 A, compared with 3.55 A and 3.58 A, respectively, in meta-
rossite. The displacements of V1 and Vz from the equatorial planes of
the bipyramids (O1', Or, Oo; Or', Oq, Oz) are both 0.04 A in rossite and
0.06 A in metarossite. The latter was not considered .to be significant
(Kelsey & Barnes, 1960) but the higher degree of accuracy attained in
the present three-dimensional study of the rossite structure suggests that
the vanadium atoms may not lie exactly in the equatorial planes.

In metarossite, the double chains of V-bipyramids are cross-linked to
the double chains of Ca-antiprisms by the shared edge, Os-Os, between
Ca and Vr, and by Oz-Or between Ca and V2, on one side, and by the
symmetrically equivalent 02/-06/, between Ca' and Vr', and Oz'$t',
between Ca' and V2', on the other side (see Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, Fig. 4)"
In addition they are joined to the antiprisms by the shared corners Oa
and Oz between Vz, and Ca* and Ca'*, respectively, and by On'and Oz'
between V2', and Ca'* and Ca*, respectively, separated by c along {001]
(see Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, Fig. 5). In rossite, however, there are no
shared edges between the V and Ca co-ordination polyhedra; cross-
linkage occurs only through the shared corners Oa, Oo, Or, Oa', Ou', Oz'
(see Fig. 2). The V to Ca distances across these shared corners are Ca*
to V2 (Ca'* to Vr') : 3.91A, Ca to V1 (Ca' to V1') : 3.94A, Ca'* to V,
(Ca* to Vr') : 3.83 A, compared with 3.25 A and 3.30 A across shared
edges and 3.79 A and 3.80 A across shared corners in metarossite.

The Water Molecules
Reasons for the identification of Og and Oa as water molecules have been

given in connection with a discussion of the structure of metarossite
(Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, pp. 459462). The atoms Oe and O1e, which are
not present in metarossite, must represent the two additional molecules
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of water per formula unit in rossite. It may also be noted that Or, Or,
Oe, and 016 are the only oxygen atoms associated only with the cation,
Ca2+, thus 01 is co-ordinated with V1*, Vr'and Vs, O, with Vr, Vz, and
Vr', O, with Ca only, Or with Vz and Ca*, Os with V,, Ou with Vr and Ca,
Oz with Vz and Ca'*, 03 with Ca and Ca'x, Os with Ca* only, and O1s

with Ca* only. Furthermore, Vr-Oo, Vr-Oo, Vz-Oa, Vr-Or are very short
(about 1.65 A) and probably involve an appreciable proportion of double
bond character (Bachmann & Barnes, 1961).

Apart from some of the O-O edges of the co-ordination polyhedra
(Table 5) and one of the diagonals of each of the "square" faces of the
antiprisms (Os-Ou* :2.92 A, Oa-Or* :2,97 A), there are no distances
between oxygen atoms of less than 3.24A, with tJre exception of seven
involving Oa, Oa, Oe, and. O1s. These are Os-Oz : 2.84A, Or-O, : 2.83 A,
o3-o1s'* :2.84A, or-ou* : 2.89 A, or-ou'n :2.82A, Qr-ou'n : 2.74
A, and Os-Oz : 2.86 A, a[ of which are suggestive of long H-bonds.

Considering the environment of each HzO molecule in turn, Os is sur-
rounded by Or, Oe, Ca, and O1e'x in a distorted tetrahedral array with the
angles shown in Table 7. Furthermore, the final difference map shows

Tasr-n 7, ANcJ,ss (o) rN tuo Oa AND Os TErnasoora. (Arrowheads indicate
directions of long hydrogen bonds)

O2€-Os+C)e
Qr+Qs-Ca
O2<-O3eQ1s'*

O16'*-;Qs+Q9
Oro'*+Or-Ca

Ca*Og-+Oe

mean

9 6 . 1
109.3
t05 .4
95.2

117 .3
L29 .7

108.&

Os*<--Or+Os'&
.Oon.-Or-Ca
O6*<--O6-Ca'*
Ca--Os€Qs'*

Ca/*--Os-+Q6'*
Ca-Oe-Ca'*

mean

9 1 . 6
91  .6

1 1 1 . 5
125.8
101 .9
I07.2

104 .0

residual electron density concentration maxima of about 0.7 e.A-s on
lines joining the site of Oa with those of Or and Os and much closer to Oa
in both cases. There seems to be no doubt, therefore, that Os forms long
H-bonds to Oz and Os (Or. . .H'Oa.H ' '  'Or). A similar distorted tetra-
hedral arrangement of 06*, 06'*, Ca, and Ca/*, with the angles given in
Table 7, surrounds 06, and obviously involves the same system of H-bonds
as occurs in metarossite (06*...H.Os.H...Ou'*). Confirmation again
corres from the ' final difference synthesis where maximum residual
electron-density ooncentrations of.0.7 e.A-a to 0.8 e.A-s occur on the lines
joining the site of Oa with those of 06,* and Oo'* and are much closer to
Og. In the case of Oro, the only close neighbours are Ca* and Os'* and
the angle Ca-Oro-Or'* : 1"22,5'. Unfortunately the possible presence of
an electron-density maximum, suggestive of a possible H between Oro
and O3/*, in the final difference synthesis is largely obscured by positive

and negative residual concentrations of electron density at the site of
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O1e indicative of thermal anisotropy. It may be significant, however, that
a small concentration of electron density (max. - 0.4 s.A-s) appears in
the difference map at approximately the expected distance from the site
of Oro and close to the line joining the latter to the site of Os'*. It is
probable, therefore, that a long H-bond exists between Oro and Os'*
(Oro.H...Or'n) but that the second H of Oro is not util ized in bond
formation.

The question of Oe is less certain. It is surrounded by 03, 07, 06'*,
and Ca* with the angles shown in Table 8. There appears to be little

Tesr-B 8. ANcr.as (") rN rsB Drsronton
TsrR.auponoNARouND Os. (Arrowheads
indicate directions of probable long

hydrogen bonds)

gux--er_+e6f*

Car-Oe+Qt
Ca*--{se-Og

OteOg+C)s'*
OTeOeeQ,
Os+Os+Qr'*

mean

1 1 9 . 1
t25 .5
140.6
6 6 . 6
7 7 . 2
99 .0

t04.7

doubt  that  a H-bond exis ts  between Os and Oo'*  (Or.H. . .Ou'* ; ;Oe-Oo'*
: 2.74A, Can-or-os'* : 119.1", and there is a maximum residual
electron-density concentration of about 0.8 e.A-s in the final difierence
map close to tJle site of Oe and to a line joining the sites of Os and Oo'x.
In the case of Os to 07, however, the angle OrOe-Oo'* is only 66.6'.
Nevertheless, Oe-Oz -- 2.86 A, and there is a suggestive residual electron-
density concentration maximum of about 0.6 e.A-r in the difference map.
This maximum is at approximately the appropriate distance from Og to
represent the H atom and it is slightly off the line joining the sites of
Os and Or which, if real, would increase the H-Os-H angle from 66.6"
to more than 90o, because the H atom between Oe and 06'* also appears
to be off the Os-Oo/* line in the opposite direction. It is possible, there-
fore,  that  Oe is  H-bonded to both Oo'*  and to Oz (Oz' . .H.Os.H. . .Ou'n) ,
as indicated in trigs. 1 and 2.

Briefly the addition of the two water molecules, represented by Og and
016, has had the following effects on the structure of metarossite. Each
Ca-antiprism has been shifted relative to Vr and V, by approximately
b/2 in the y direction, with tJre exception of Oo, which has been trans-
ferred from one antiprism to the adjacent one along y and has been
replaced in the original antiprism by Or*. The Ca-Oz bond has been
broken and Oo has replaced Oz. The Ca-Oz bond also has been broken
and Oz has been replaced by Oto*. The Ca-antiprisms now share only one
edge, Os-Os'*, in isolated pairs, and are cross-linked to tJre double chains
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of V-bipyramids through corners only. While Oa remains H-bonded to
Or* and Ou'*, Ou is now H-bonded to Oz and Oe, and the new water mole-
cules have formed additional H-bonds, Oro to Os/*, and O, to Os'* and
(possibly) to Or.
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